January Round Up
We hope to make this a new monthly feature for RRR. It is an opportunity to reflect on the month
and for people to share their own perspectives and experiences.
For me, January brought about 12months as Club Secretary, Captain and Data Protection Officer
with that in mind I will do a bit of reflection as well.
I remember going to Dewsbury 10k back in Feb 2020, my first race as Club Captain and thinking what
a privilege it was. As a club we were almost certainly the best represented in the race with 83
runners on what is always a cold Feb morning. We held our first post-race social in Royton enjoying
food and a few drinks as we always do!

Post Dewsbury Social
in JLR

There was increasing reporting of a virus in news early in the year but I am not sure anybody could
have anticipated what happened next. Dent (A club favourite race/social outing) was promptly
cancelled which was the real signal of what was to come. Covid-19 has impacted our lives more than
anybody could have thought, it will bring about what refer I to as a ‘New Normal’.
The changes it has brought to my life like of all of us has been fundamental. I remember being
requested to work from home back in March 2020 for a trial period for 3weeks, 11months later I am
still at home. This has had many benefits for me given I used to travel to London for 2 or 3nights a
week but of course it now means Jenny and kids have me in the house all the time which of course
means big change for them!
Training nights were cancelled and being a regular at club, I needed to find a new motivation to run.
Fortunately, I am pretty determined and driven so stuck with it throughout:
• Switched to running at lunchtimes to get out of the chair and to see my mum who lives
local.
• Started to do headtorch runs on Thursday mornings to bring some variety, one of the best
things I have done. It involves an early start of course but I have yet to run as early Rob
Battye who regularly runs at 04:xx.
• Decided to run a marathon for fun which of course meant doing more training, downside it
was the hottest day of the year in August
• Set myself a target to get to 1800miles for the year which I achieved on NYE.

Headtorch run – view
from Tandle Hill
Monument

I had not realised what running meant to me and how it helps me with my mental wellbeing until
could not run. Unfortunately, Jenny, my better half contracted Covid in October. She was unwell
but fortunately did not suffer serious symptoms, it did mean as a family we had to stay in the house
for 14 days. My primary concern was for Jenny and looking after her, it also meant continuing to
work, making sure our boys do their school work but it also meant I could not run.
I look back at the previous 12months and think about the many things we have done as a club,
Marathon Major Challenges, Dawn to Dusk, Charity fundraising, virtual socials, quiz nights. My mind
always then switches to thinking of new things we could do, more on this to come!
I do really miss the real club nights, running as a group and of course the social/banter it brings with
it. With the vaccine, there is hope that these will return soon probably in a more restricted form
initially like we saw in the summer with groups of 6.

Club Training Run

January 2021
So, enter 2021, a new year and a reason to believe a new normal is coming with the Vaccine
programme. On the 2/1 I received a notification from the NHS app that I had to self-isolate for 9
days as I had been in close contact with somebody – where, when, will I get Covid are all questions I
asked myself? Am I feeling well?

Of course, this meant another period of staying in the house, no running again! I was actually feeling
a bit off, but no real symptoms so carried on working etc until the 6/1 when I lost my sense of taste
which was the trigger to get a Covid test and no surprise it was positive. My biggest concern was my
mum who I had seen on the 1/1 but fortunately she did not develop Covid. I only experienced mild
symptoms and was able to continue to do the “normal” things except run!
I was allowed out of the house on the 12/1 and one of the first things I did was go for a run, I had
definitely missed it and lost some fitness. My mind is always setting challenges decided to see if I
could complete 100miles in January which I just about completed
It is always great to see club members getting out and setting their own challenges and completing
activities, these are just some I have spotted this month:
• Debbie Cash/Elaine Whitehead aiming to do 100miles each in February
• John Fay writing his own blog and getting out on his favourite routes with his Go-Pro
• Judith Bradley – Aiming to complete the length of Route 66, 2280 miles before April 2022
• Jarrod Gritt running 29miles for his 29th birthday! I will not be copying this one!
Why not set yourself a challenge for February or 2021? 2022?
We do have a number of initiatives in the pipeline which are coming soon:
• Virtual Race(s)
• EA led coaching session for RRR
• Monthly blog (this!)
Keep running!
Carl

